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Double Trouble
Welcome to Charmville, home to three enchanting Charmers-in-Training! Hazel, Posie and Lavender are learning about
magic together. So brush off your broomsticks and get to know the Little Charmers, their friends, and their adorable pets.
Discover the Charmers' awesome powers and explore their world of wonder!

A Face in Every Window
Neil Simon is the most successful American playwright on Broadway, and the winner of many awards including the Pulitzer
Prize for Drama, the Mark Twain Prize for Humor, and a Kennedy Center Honor for Lifetime Achievement. Many of his plays
have been adapted into films and made-for-television movies, and he has written original screenplays and television
specials. This book provides a catalogue of Simon's screen work with cast and crew information, synopses, release dates,
reviews, awards and DVD availability. Notes on each film cover his narrative subjects and themes as well as adaptation,
direction and performance.

Little Charmers: Double Trouble
Anna Hibiscus lives in amazing Africa. She loves singing to her two baby brothers, Double and Trouble. But when she is
chosen to sing for her school in front of the president, her throat runs dry and her bones turn to stone. Can Double and
Trouble save her?
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Double Trouble
On a visit to Israel with her family, Jess tries to decide whether to give her life to Christ as her father has recently done.

Double Trouble
When Grampie Groundhog decides to retire from forecasting the weather, he has twins Greta and Gregory draw straws to
see who will take over the important job, but the winner is so nervous the two put aside their squabbling and work together.

Double Trouble
Strange events are occurring in Stanley’s building that cannot be explained. Normal people jumping from the rooftops on
the same day of the month and the police aren’t sure what to think. Then a stranger comes to work that has an uncanny
resemblance to Stanley. He doesn’t have a twin brother, or does he? Unravel the mysteries as they lead you down twists
and turns through reality.

Harry Potter Instrumental Solos
It's an ordinary morning in Walla Walla until Lulu, her teacher, the school nurse, and the principal are all infected by a word
warp which makes them reduplicate everything they say.

Sheltie in Double Trouble
This book is part of Alfred's Harry Potter Instrumental Solos series arranged for Flute, Clarinet, Alto Sax, Tenor Sax,
Trumpet, Horn in F, Trombone, and optional Piano Accompaniment. All wind instrument arrangements are fully compatible
and can be successfully performed as ensembles or solos by students who have completed the first book of any standard
band method. A fully orchestrated accompaniment MP3 CD is provided, featuring each song as a live performance demo
track followed by a play-along track. Titles: Double Trouble * Family Portrait * Farewell to Dobby * Fawkes the Phoenix *
Fireworks * Harry in Winter * Harry's Wondrous World * Hedwig's Theme * Hogwarts' Hymn * Hogwarts' March * Leaving
Hogwarts * Lily's Theme * Obliviate * Statues * A Window to the Past * Wizard Wheezes. Due to level considerations
regarding keys and instrument ranges, the wind instrument arrangements are not compatible with the string instrument
arrangements in this series. This title is available in SmartMusic.
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Double Trouble on Vacation
Barbie
Double Trouble
Cori's Calling: Sistahs, Get Screened & Save Your Seed! is the first of a series of books designed to give my daughter's life
purpose by addressing certain issues in the medical community that need changing, and also personal matters that
pregnant women contend with, which I learned prior to, during, and subsequent to the loss of my baby. This particular
volume was created to bring awareness to women who are pregnant or planning to become pregnant of the essentiality in
obtaining screening for bacterial vaginosis and incompetent cervix prior to or in early pregnancy.

Double Trouble #2: April Fool's Surprise
Look out, second grade -- here comes trouble! Twin sisters Kelly and Kasey are always getting into some kind of trouble. So
of course April Fool's is their favorite holiday! This year the twins have plans to fool everyone, all day long -- including the
ultimate trick. This year, Kelly and Kasey are pulling a twin switcheroo! But can they fool the whole second grade?

Double Trouble
An adventure series based around helping animals big and small, fully endorsed by the RSPCA. When two sweet and very
well behaved terriers need to be looked after for a few days while their owner goes to hospital, Ben is happy to help out . . .
Well, that is until 'well behaved' flies out the window and is replaced by chaotic and mischievous! Ben enlists Cassie's help
and the two friends do their best to keep the gorgeous canines under control!

Double Nickel, Double Trouble
Introduction : beginning to rethink twins / Philip M. Peek -- Twins and double beings among the Bamana and Maninka of Mali
/ Pascal James Imperato and Gavin H. Imperato -- Twins and intertwinement : reflections on ambiguity and ambivalence in
northwestern Namibia / Steven Van Wolputte -- Sustaining the oneness in their twoness : poetics of twin figures (ère ìbejì)
among the Yoruba / Babatunde Lawal -- "Son dos los jimagüas" ("the twins are two") : worship of the sacred twins in Lucumí
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religious culture / Ysamur Flores-Pena -- Twins, couples, and doubles and the negotiation of spirit-human identities among
the Win / Susan Cooksey -- Double portraits : images of twinness in West African studio photography / C. Angelo Micheli -Forever liminal : twins among the Kapsiki/Higi of north Cameroon and northeastern Nigeria / Walter E.A. Van Beek -- Snake,
bush, and metaphor : twinship among Ubangians / Jan-Lodewijk Grootaers -- Fiction and forbidden sexual fantasy in the
culture of Temne twins / Frederick John Lamp -- Embodied dilemma : Tabwa twinship in thought and performance / Allen F.
Roberts -- Children of the moon : twins in Luba art and ontology / Mary Nooter Roberts -- Two equals three : twins and the
trickster in Haitian vodou / Marilyn Houlberg -- Divine children : the ibejis and the erês in Brazilian candomblé / Stefania
Capone -- The ambiguous ordinariness of Yoruba twins / Elisha P. Renne -- Twins, albinos, and vanishing prisoners : a
Mozambican theory of political power / Paulo Granjo.

Harry Potter Instrumental Solos (Movies 1-5)
The salvation of twins Faith and Phillip, separated and in grave danger, may lie in their establishing a mental link through
telepathic powers.

Double Trouble
Collects Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble (2019) #1-4. Prepare to see Spider-Man and Venom like you never have
before-as begrudging buddies? It’s fun of the freaky variety when a sinister swap leaves Spidey and Venom’s minds in each
other’s bodies! But who could be behind this craziness - and why?! And can things get any more jumbled for your favorite
arch-frenemies? You bet they can! Spider-Man and Venom must somehow force themselves to work together to fix their
situation, but will they learn the value of friendship? Find out in this charming new story illustrated in engaging and
animated style by Gurihiru!

Hooray for Anna Hibiscus
The double, doppelgänger, is mostly understood as a peculiar figure that emerged in nineteenth-century Romantic and
gothic literature. Far from being a merely esoteric entity, however, this book argues that the double, although it mostly
goes unnoticed, is a widespread phenomenon that has significant influence on our lives. It is an inherent key element of
human subjectivity whose functions, forms, and effects have not yet gained the serious consideration they merit. Drawing
on literature, philosophy, and psychoanalysis, and combining a personal story with theoretical interventions, Double Trouble
develops a novel understanding of the double and human subjectivity in the last two centuries. It begins with the singular
and narcissistic double of Romanticism and gradually moves to the multiple doubles implicated by Postmodernism. The
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double is what defies unicity and opens up the subject to multiplicity. Consequently, it gradually emerges as a bridge
between the I and the Other, identity and difference, philosophy and literature, theory and praxis.

Double Trouble
Double Trouble
In London with their family, telepathic twelve-year-old twins Liberty and July receive strange emanations from an early
residence of Arthur Conan Doyle and discover a literary ghost.

Twintuition: Double Trouble
When her twin sister, Marcia, abandons her husband and children, Maralys steps in to help out and falls in love with her
handsome brother-in-law, in a whimsical look at romance, family relationships, and true love. Reprint.

Double Trouble for Jess McColl!
Another hit trilogy featuring Frank and Joe Hardy! #25: Double Trouble launches the next three-book arc storyline, featuring
a teen celebrity being stalked, with a twin brother who adds some interesting complications into the mix.

Double Trouble Dream Date
Rosie, to please her dying mother, agreed to marry Ken Latham, the handsome, rich boss she doesn't love, but who has
been regularly proposing to her. She rationalizes that she'll have a good life with him and true love is only a fairy tale
anyway. But that promise of a good life turns into a nightmare when Ken is mugged, has amnesia and breaks their
engagement. Also, Rosie and Ken have to deal with their company's CEO, Lester, who sends Kirk, Ken's identical twin, to
investigate possible embezzlement at their building supply store. And someone is trying to kill Ken and also harassing
Rosie. Can they survive long enough to build their attraction into love?

Double Trouble
In the second of a two-book adventure, Sara Stanley convinces the streetwise orphan, Jo Pitts, to trade places with her so
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that she may escape her overbearing Aunt Hetty, but Jo's criminal past soon catches up with her. Original.

Double Trouble
When Chris explores a mysterious Web site called "TimeSolvers," he unintentionally creates a double of himself and must
try to clear up the mess he has created before his clone takes over his life.

Neil Simon on Screen
Double Trouble
"The troubles experienced by the hero are of the sort known to the gentleman whose personality alternated between that of
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. In other words, the story is of a dual personality . Florian Amidon, a banker of Hazelhurst,
Wisconsin, starts on a journey. He has not got very far when he suddenly and mysteriously becomes somebody else. In his
new charater, it seems he is Eugene Brassfield, and with that name he wanders Bellevale, Pennsylvania, settles down, lives
for several years, and becomes a leading citizen. One night, while on his way to New York he falls out of his berth in the
sleeper, and the shock awakens him as Amidon, his existence as Brassfield becoming a complete blank. But his clothes, the
papers found in his pockets, and the reception he meets when he reaches New York, all afford convincing evidence that he
is Brassfield. One letter in particular shows him that he is engaged to marry a girl of Bellevale, who has the most
unbounded affection for him"--The Dial review.

Twins in African and Diaspora Cultures
After Grandma Mary dies, sixteen-year-old JP’s safe, secure world quickly unravels. He finds himself living in complete chaos
when his mother wins a farmhouse in an essay contest and insists on sharing her good fortune with other neighborhood
outcasts. Suddenly there are no rules, and the house is filled with poets, musicians, a reformed drug addict, an abused
teen, and too many others who seem to have replaced JP and his father in his mother’s life. JP longs for his family to be
restored to what it once was. But then somehow, amid the madness, his idea of family is redefined in ways he never
expected.

Double Trouble
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Special coaching from pro basketball player Barbie helps twins Jen and Cindy, and the rest of the team, win the
championship.

Friends Forever: Double Trouble
Ten-year old twins Sandi and Randi look so much alike that even their parents can't tell them apart. Trouble starts when
they decide to switch identities.

Animal Tales 3: Double Trouble
From actresses Tia and Tamera Mowry comes the second book in their delightful Twintuition series about the
superspecial—and sometimes supernatural—bond between sisters! In Double Trouble, identical twins Cassie and Caitlyn
Waters have adjusted to small-town life in Aura, Texas, but they’re still not used to seeing visions of the future. And their
Sight is only getting stronger as their twelfth birthday nears! But even with this new gift, neither girl could have predicted
what the mysterious package they received would contain—a connection to the father they know nothing about and the
grandmother they never knew they had. As the twins struggle to discover more about their own history, they distract
themselves by planning a birthday bash with their new friends. But when the visions of the upcoming party show it will be
more of a catastrophe than a celebration, the girls work together to keep it fiasco-free. Tia Mowry-Hardrict and Tamera
Mowry-Housley gained initial fame on the ’90s sitcom Sister, Sister. Tia can now be seen starring in and producing the
Nickelodeon series Instant Mom and on the Cooking Channel’s show Tia Mowry at Home. Tamera is a host and producer on
the hit daytime talk show The Real, currently airing on FOX. Together they’ve created a magical series about twin sisters
with a powerful gift and an even stronger connection.

Double Trouble
In this Billionaires & Babies novel by USA TODAY bestselling author Maureen Child, one night leads to two babies! When
Colton King ended his impetuous marriage to Penny Oaks after just twenty-four hours, it was out of sight, out of mind. But
now, more than a year later, Colton discovers Penny's huge secret--actually two little secrets: a baby boy and a baby girl.
Colton's only option is to lay claim to his twins. But soon he finds himself laying claim to Penny all over again. Now they
have to ask themselves: Was their whirlwind marriage meant to last a lifetime?

Spider-Man & Venom: Double Trouble
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This is a story about infertility and surrogacy. Michael and Nicolas are identical twins whose mother warns them both away
from any relationship with a mysterious young woman named Donella. What does their mother know? What is being kept
from them? Whilst Nicholas adheres to his mother's advice, Michael is drawn to Donella and friendship soon becomes love.
Nicholas eventually marries and seeks assistance to overcome his wife's infertility - turning to Michael and Donella for help.
They set out with an organised plan but one by one the safeguards are eroded and boundaries are overstepped, leading to
disastrous results.

Double Trouble
Double Trouble, Or, Every Hero His Own Villain
PI Alan Swansea teams up with Amanda Linville to investigate the murder of Jodi Wilburn, ex-wife of Amanda's childhood
friend. As evidence mounts against Nick Wilburn, Sheriff Jim Foley will do whatever it takes to see that Nick is arrested and
convicted, pushing the partners into a race to find the real killer. As the case heats up, Alan gets an urgent call to bring
down a sex trafficking ring exploiting young children in Columbus. With no time to lose he accepts the case, forcing his new
partner to work the Wilburn case on her own. Can Alan and Amanda both come through in time, or will time run out?

Double Trouble in Walla Walla
Everyone says that Sheltie is causing mischief. But how? He's safely in his paddock. Sheltie has a double named Topper,
and only Emma can tell them apart. When the two ponies get mixed up, Topper's owners take Sheltie by mistake. Emma
must find them before she loses Sheltie forever.

Double Trouble Squared
Play-along with the best-known selections from the first five movies in the Harry Potter series! Books include a play-along
CD with a backing and performance track for each title. Titles include: Hedwig's Theme * Harry's Wondrous World * Nimbus
2000 * Fawkes The Phoenix * Double Trouble * A Window to the Past * Hogwarts' March * Hogwarts' Hymn * Professor
Umbridge * Fireworks (Grade 2-3) This title is available in SmartMusic.

Double Trouble Groundhog Day
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Toggles paints such lifelike portraits of her friends, Slider mistakes the pictures for real Beasties.

Double Trouble
Libby put the telephone receiver down with a clatter. What a strange phone call! 'Libby, ' a frantic voice had whispered, 'I
have to see you and talk to you.' And then the caller had been cut off!Libby shivered a little and took a deep breath. She
wouldn't let herself be scared. The call had probably been a joke. It was nothing to worry about.But Libby was wrong. That
strange phone call was the beginning of the most dangerous adventure Libby had ever had to face--one that threatened to
tear her away from her new family forever.

Double the Trouble
DOUBLE TROUBLE, evolves around the murder of Tonia Stowell, the sister, of Nancy Gilbert who hires Hawkman, to
investigate the murder. She fears her ex-husband, Drew Harland, released from prison early, has killed her sister and is now
searching for her. Detective Groiler of the LAPD, helps Hawkman uncover many clues. A key to an extra safe deposit box is
found which holds the missing Bible. Inside they find the clues that unlock the mysterious murder.

Double Trouble
Hi! I'm Lauren and lately I've discovered something strange about my cat Saturn. Something very strange indeed . . . And
this time it wasn't just me, but also my best friend Tilly who magically travelled back in time with him. Imagine our surprise
to find ourselves in Ancient Rome, where no one spoke our language - and they wanted to sell us as slaves! But that wasn't
the scariest bit. Because when the tremors started, and the smoke appeared, we knew our adventure was about to explode
...
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